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 Electrical Changes 

 Ionic Changes 

 Excitability Changes 

 Metabolic Changes 

 Thermal Changes 
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Comparison Between Electrical Changes (A.P) 
Between Muscle And Nerve 

Nerve  Muscle  

-70 mv -90 mv RMP  

-55 mv -40 mv Firing level  

+35 mv +40 mv Over shoot reachs 

105 mv 130 mv Magnitude of spike  

2 mv 5-10 mv Spike lasts 

No contraction  Followed by muscle 
contraction  

Contraction  



 1- Absolute Refractory Period(ARP) 

 2- Relative Refractory Period(RRP) 

 3- Super Normal Phase Of Excitability  

 4- Sub Normal Phase Of Excitability. 



 It is corresponding to ascending limb of action 
potential until first one third of repolarization 

 Excitability equal Zero (No response to any stimulus 
what ever its strength. 

 It is contributed with last two third of repolarization 

 Excitability lower than normal but above zero ( 
response to stimulus higher than threshold stimulus)
 

 

 



 It is corresponding to negative after potential  

 Excitability  is hyper excitable (hypo potential)  

 ( response to any stimulus what ever its strength 
even sub threshold stimulus). 

 It is contributed with positive after potential 

 Excitability  is hypo excitable (hyper potential)  

 Excitability lower than normal but above zero ( 
response to stimulus higher than threshold 
stimulus)
 

 



 

Chemical composition of skeletal muscle: 
1- Water 70-80% 

2- Protein(contractile , Regulatory And Elasticity And 
Expansion Protein Is 20%. 

3- Energy Producing Substance As  

 A- ATP 0.33% 

 B- Creatine Phosphate=0.5% 

 Glycogen= 0.1-1% 

4- Inorganic Ions As Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cl, Hco3 



I- Metoblism During Rest: 
 Muscle consume 25% of Basal metabolic rate of 

muscle during rest. 

It is benefit or used for: 
1- maintenance of RMP. 

2- keeping electrolytes composition of muscle is 
constant. 

3- chemical synthesis of protein and glycogen. 

4- production of muscle tone. 



1- Breaking Of ATP To ADP: 
            Myosin head (ATPase) 

ATP                                                 ADP+P 
 

 







 











 Oxygen debt : It is extra amount of 
oxygen used to oxidize lactic acid 
(accumulated during sever exercise ) 
in recovery  period above normal 
oxygen consumption so increase 
heart rate and respiratory rate until 
excess lactic acid has disappeared. 



 

Thank you 
 


